A Prayer for Faith

A                      F#m
My Heart is glad, that you are my Father
A/E                     F#m
Adopted to you, as sons and daughters
C#m7  Bm7  D          C#m  Bm  D
And Your love endures, as You said it would

And my heart sings...

A  Bm  A/E  F#m
Teach me, the sound of Your voice
A/E  Bm  D  E
With the faith to respond, to love you...
A  Bm  A/E  F#m
Teach me, to follow you close
A/E  Bm  D  E
With the faith you bestow, to love you...

A                      F#m
My heart is glad, to serve you as King
A/E                     F#m
Forgive the times, that I am stubborn
C#m7  Bm7  D          C#m  Bm  D
With a humble heart, may I come to you

And my heart sings...